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Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No. I
Docket No. 50 334 License No. DPR-66

IER 98 002 00

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Contrei Desk
Washington, DC 20555

in accordance with Appendix A, Beaver Valley Technical Specifications, the
following Licensee Event Repoit is submitted:

LER 98 002-00,10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(vii), " Condition
Prohibited by the leennical Specifications - Inadequate Recovery from Feedwater
Flow Transmitter Calibration."
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cc: Mr.11. J. Miller, Regional Administrator
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Pnissia, PA 19406

Mr. D. S. Brinkman
BVPS Senior Project Manager
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Mr. David M. Kern
BVPS Senior Resident inspector
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mr. J. A. Ilultz
Ohio Edison Company
76 S. Main Street
Akron,011 44308

Mr. Steven Dumek
Centerior Energy Corporation
6670 Beta Drive
Mayfield Valley, Oli 44143

INPO Records Center
700 Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339 5957

Mr. Michael P. Murphy
Bureau of Radiation Protection
Department of Environmental Protection
RCSOB 13th Floor
P.O. Box 8469
liarrisburg, PA 17105-8469

Manager, Nuclear Licensing and
Operations Suppon
Virginia Electric & Power Company

' 5000 Dominion Blvd.
Innsbrook Tect;. Center
Glen Allen, VA 23060
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On January 21,1998, during the startup of Unit I in Mode I at 15% power, control room operators noticed that the 'A' loop feedwater now
indicators were not responding. Investigation showcd that transmitters IT FW 476 and IT FW 477 were isolated. FT-476 and IT477 were
immediately returned to service, end the other four feedwater How transmitters were also verified to bc in scrsice. Operating whh FT FW476
and IT FW477 isolated represents an operation or condition prohibited by Technical Speci0 cations and is reportable pursuant to the
acquirements of 10CFR$0.7)(a)(2)(i). There were no automatically or manually initiated safety system actuations in response to this event.
The isolation occurred when the transmitters (FT 476 A 17477) were calibrated during performance of hlaintei.ance Surveillance procedures

- (htSps) thtSP 24.261 and IhtSp 24.271 on 11/l&97 with Unit I in hiode $. There were steps in these htSps that required the transmitters to
bc left isolated and to notify 1&C supervision if there is no w ster (6ystem drained) to fill and vent them. These calibrations (IT 476 A IT 477)
wcre performed aner the instrument s ahe alignment check (t hisp 4.031) w as performed. Transition into Mode 2 (I/20/98 @ 0309 hours) and
blode 1 (1/21/98 @ 1027 hours) was made contrary to Technical Speci0 cation 3.3.1.1 requirements. This represents an event where a single
cause or condition caused two independent trains or channels to become inoperable in a single system designed to shutdown the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdow n condition and is reportable pursuant to the requirement of 10CFR50.7)(a)(2)(vil).

The apparent cause of the event is inadequate program / process, communications and administrathe control of testing follow up actions. The
consequences of this c)ent was the remosal of the feedwater How input from the 'A' loop for the reactor trip signal on steam /feedwater now
mismatch and low steam generator uater les cl. Itoth channels oi feedwater now input from the 'll' and 'C' loops remained available. The

' safety consequences of this event were minimal. No adverse feedwater esent occurred. The IT FW476 & IT FW 477 feedwater now
transmitters were Osed at a zero feedwater now. Plant operation above 40 % would have satis 0ed the +ctroint for steam /feedwater mismatch
since steam now would esceed 40% with zero feedwater now indicated (though feedwater now was actually being prosi&d to the 'A' loop
generator) ; howescr. no reactor trip would hase been. initiated unless a low steam generator lesci coincident with the steam /feedwater
mismatch occurred. Thus the isolated feedwater transmitters would still ha' e performed their only reactor trip system safety function if a low
steam generator level would have occurred on the ' A' Inop. Additionally the feedwster now transmitters were immediately unisolated when the
condition was identined.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTiflCATION

Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) >

Solid State Protection System (SSPS) DC)'
Re:ctor Trip System (RTS) UC)*
M:in Feedwater System (MFS) |SJ)*

' Energy industry identincation System (Ells), system and component function identiller codes appear in the text as (SS'CCC). *

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Ileaver Valley Power Station Unit I, Mode I,15 percent Reactor Power
,

There were no structures, components, or systems that were inoperable that contributed to the event beyond the identined two
feedwater transmitters.

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On January 21, 1998, during the startup of Unit I in Mode I si 15'b power, control room operators noticed that the 'A' loop
feedwater How indicators were not responding, investigation showed that transmitters FT FW 476 and FT FW 477 were isolated. .

FT-476 and FT-477 were immediately returned to wrvice, and the other four feedwater now transmitters were also verified to be in
service. Operating with FT FW 476 and FT FW-477 isolated represents an operation or condition prohibited by Technical
Speci0 cations and is reportable pursuant to the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B) as "Any operation or condition prohibited by
the planis Technical Speci0 cations," since there were less than the minimum allowable channels operable for the Steam /Feedwater'

Flow Mismatch coincident with Low Steam Generator Level reactor trip function uhile ascending into Mode 2 and Mode I. There
were no automatically or manually initiated safety system actuations in response to this event.

CAUSE OF EVFN1

| The apparent cause of the event is inadequate program! process, communications and administrative control of testing follow up i

j actions. There was no consistent method utilized by maintenance to ensure that transmitters len isolated, due to systems being
drain:d when they were calibrated, were returned to service prior to entering a mode where the equipment is required by Technical
Specifications. Reviewers of the completed Maintenance Surveillance Procedure (MSP) did not initiate follow up actions to track
Onal restoration of the isolated transmitters aner the feedwater loops were Olled. Additionally, communications concerning the
isolated transminers were less than adequate in that there was no follow up with entries on procedure critique sheets.
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ANAL YSIS OF EVENT

On October 31,1997, Maintenance conducted the Mainienance Surveillance Procedure iMSP-4.031,"ESF and Miscellaneous Safety
Related instrumentation Valve Alignment and Calibration Verification." This procedure is used to verify the following: 1) instrument
fill and vent,2) valve alignment verification, and 3) instrument calibration verification. The Main Feedwater Flow Transmitters FT-
FW 476,477,486,487,496 and 497 were included in the instruments verified by IMSP-4.03-1. The Feedwater Flow Transmitters
data sheets noted that the Fill & Vent was not performed for FT FW-476 & FT-486 because of "No Water"; all valves were verified
and indicators had the correct calibration stickers. Although there was no water available to fill and vent FT-476 and FT 486, since
the transmitters were in service, IMSP-4.03-1 was completed on 11/15/97.

On 11/13/97, since only the transmittea were to be calibrated, supervision reviewed the six MSPs and N/A'd sections not requirce.
On 11/13/97, FT-FW-487 was calibrated using IMSP-21.28-1 and IT-FW-497 was calibrated using iMSP-24.30-1.
On i 1/14/97, FT-FW-489 was calibrated using iMSP-24.29-1 and FT-FW- 196 was calibrated using 1MSP-24.31 1.
On 11/16/97, FT-FW-476 was calibrated usit.g iMSP-24.26-1 and FT FW 477 was calibrated using iMSP-24.271.

On 11/13/97 and 11/14/97, IMSP-24.28-1, IMSP-24.30-1 and IMSP 24.29-1 & IMSP-24.31-1 were assigned to the afternoon shin
I&C Technicians. As part of normal pre-work preparations, while reviewing the MSPs, the I&C Technician questioned supervision if
tb Feedwater System was drained; which may not enable them to fil; / vent and return the transmitters to service (step Vll.E.18) after
the calibration was complete, if the system was drained, the pmcedure directed the I&C Technician (step Vll.E.12.d.3) to " Notify
I&C Supervisor that tilling and venting was not performed and go to Step Vll.E.19." By skipping to Step Vll.E.19, the steps that
returned the transmitters to service would not be performed. As a result of the l&C Technician question and because the Feedwater
System was still drained, the 1&C supervisor N/A'd only step Vll.E.12. As a result, the steps (Vil.E.13 through Vll.E.18) that
returned FT-487,497 and FT-486,496 to service were not performed. (FT-487 and FT-497 were returned to service on il/13/97, and

FT-486 and FT-496 were rett.rned to service on 11/14/97).

On 11/15/97, IMSP-4.03-1, "ESF and Miscellaneous Safety Related instrumentation Valve Alignment and Calibration Verification"
was signed noting its compietion by the Nuclear Shift Supervisor (NSS). The Main Feedwater Flow Transmitters (FT FW-476,477,
486,487,496,497) were verified to be valved in service and calibration 3 tickers attached to their indicators. However, FT-FW-476 &
FT-FW-486 were not filled and vented due to no water. Although there was no water available to fill and vent FT-FW-476 and IT-
FW 486, and since the transmitters were not isolated, IMSP-4.03-I completed on 11/15/97.

Note: IMSP-24.27 (FT-471) was originally authorized by the NSS to work on iI/13/97, but due to a status light associated with Rack
30, the initial conditions could not be met on 11/13/97 and the work was rescheduled for I i/16/97.

On 11/16/97, IMSP-24.271 (FT-FW-477) was assigned to the afternoon shift I&C Technician. Since only the transmitter was to be
calibrated, the sections of the procedure not to be performed were N/A'd, initialed and dated by the I&C supervisor. During the pre-
work review, the I&C Technician did not question the Feedwater System status since the procedure contained conditional steps to be
performed if the system was drained. The procedure was authorized to work (Unit I was in Mode 5) by the NSS. The steps to
remove from service and calibrate the transmitter were performed. Ilowever, during the Transmitter Return to Service section Vll.E,
the Fill & Vent could not be completed. At Step Vll.E.12.d no water came out of the llP Vent plug; the tubing was actually under
vacuum and air was being drawn into the sensing lines. Therefore, the LP isolation valve was closed, the llP Vent plug was installed.
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AN Al YSIS OF EVENT (Continued)

Since the system was drained, the procedure (Step Vll.E.12.d.3) directed the I&C Technician to " Notify 1&C Supervisor that filling
r<nd venting was not performed and go to Step Vll.E.19 " Because FT-FW-477 was still isolated since there was no water to fill and
vent, l&C supervision was informed of the situation by the I&C Technician. The steps not performed at this time were those that
returned the transmitter to service and inspect for leaks. The remaining steps that return the instrument loop to service were
performed. At the " Return to Service" step in the MSP, Step Vll.Q.14 & 15, the I&C Technician informed the Reactor Operator and
NSS that the transmitter was calibrated. It could not now be determined whether Operations was aware that these two transmitters
remained unfilled and unvented at that time. IMSP-24.27-1 (FT-477) was completed on 11/16/97, llowever, knowledge of this
information about the transmitters remaining unfilled and unvented would not have prevented the NSS from signing the MSP to note
its completion since the FT FW 477 was calibrated and l&C supervision was informed of the isolated transmitter as required per the
procedure if a transmitter wcre leh in an unfilled and unvented condition.

On 11/16/97, IMSP-24.26-1 (FT FW-476) was assigned to the aftemoon shift l&C Technician Since only the transmitter was to be
calib 'ated, the sections ot'the procedure not to be performed were N/A'd, initialed and dated by the I&C supervisor. During his pre-
work review, the I&C Technician reviewed the procedure, and did not have any questions conceming the Feedwater System status
since the procedure contained conditiona! steps to be performed if the system was drained. The procede was authorized to work
(Unit I was in Mode 5) by the NSS. The steps to remove from service and calibrate the transmitter were performed. Ilowever, during
the 1 :'nsmitter Return to Service section VII.E, the Fill & Vent could not be completed. At Step Vll.E.12.d, no water came out of the
llP Vent plug; the tubing was actually under vacuum and air was being drawn into the sensing lines. Therefore, the LP isclation valve
was closed, the IIP Vent plug was installed. Since the system was drained, the procedure (Step Vll.E,12.d.3) directed the I&C
Technician to " Notify I&C Supervisor that filling and venting was not performed and go to Step VII.E.19." Because FT FW-476 was
still isolated sinct there was no water to fill and vent, I&C supervision was infonned of the situation by the I&C Technician. The
steps not performed at this time were those that returned the transmitter to service and inspect for leaks. The remaining steps that
retum the instrument loop to service were performtd. At the " Return to Service" step in the MSP, Step Vll.Q.14 & 15, the 1&C
Technician informed the Reactor Operator and NSS that the transmitter was calibrated, it could not now be determined whether
Operations was aware that these two transmitters remained unfilled and unvented at that time. IMSP-24.26-1 (PT-476) was
completed on 11/16/97, flowever, knowledge of this information about the transmitters remaining unfilled end unvented would not
have prevented the NSS from signir.g the MSP to note its completion since the FT-FW-476 was calibrated and I&C supervision was
informed of the isolated transmitter as required per the procedure if a transmitter were left in an unfilled and unvented condition.

On 11/16/97,1530-2400 hr shift, an entry in the I&C shin tumover log stated that " Feed Flow Loops MSP-24.26 & MSP-24.27 were
linished" without any mention that l'f-FW-476 and FT-FW-477 were still isolated.

On 11/17/97,0000-0830 hr shill, I&C supervision reviewed and approved IMSP-24.26-1 and IMSP-24.27-1, without any comments
recorded on the procedure critique sheets that FT-FW-476 and FT-FW-477 were still isolated.
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AN ALYSIS OF EVENT (Continued)

On 1/20/98 at 0309 hours, Unit i entered Mode 2. On 1/21/98 at 1027 hours, Unit i entered Mode 1. These modes changes were
'

made contrary to Technical Spec!0 cation 33.1.1, Table 3.3-1, item 15 requirements for minimum channels operable. This represents
tn event where a single cause or condition caused two independent trains or channels to become inoperable in a single system
designed to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition and is reportable pursuant to the requirement of
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(vii) as ''Any event where a single cause or condition caused two independent trains or channels to become
inoperable in a single system designed to : (A) shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition" since a single
m:intenance situation caused the same inoperable status in two separate and independent channels to remain unde;ected when the
plant increased modes.

During the startup of Unit ! on 1/21/98, the Assistant Nuclear Shift Supervisor noted inadequate response for How indicators F1-FW-
476 and F1-FW-477. I&C supervision was notiGed to investigate. At approximately 1530 hours, I&C reported that FT-FW-477 was
isolated. I&C, with NSS permission, retumed FT FW-477 to service at approximately 1545 hours. At approximately 1600 hours,
I&C reported that FT FW-476 was also isolated. I&C, with NSS permission, returned FT-FW-476 to service at approximately 1615
hours The discovery of the two transmitters being isolated was found and corrected in series. -Thus the NSS could not have
determined that a Technical Specification 3.0.3 condition existed until the second transmitter was identified as isolated, at which time
the first transmitter had already been retumed to service. Although there was no recognizable Technical Speci0 cation 3.0.3 condition
at the time of discovery of either transmitter being isolated, the identification of the second transmitter being isolated indicated that
the plant had previously been in a Technical Specification 3.0.3 condition. Based on subsequent discussions with the NSS, the NSS
did recognize at the time the second trrasmitter was identified as isolated, that the plant had previously been in a Technical
Specification 3.0.3 condition, but was not now in that condition. This information was discussed with management and crew.
Ilowever Operations did not note this fact in their logs that the station had previously entered and then exited Technical Specification
3.0.3 due to two channels of feedwater flow being inoperable on one loop.

Upon discovery of the transmitters being isolated, Condition Report 980097 was initiated to document the event.

The consequeace of this event was that the feedwater now input from the ' A' loop for the reactor trip signal on steam /feedwater flow
mismatch was held at zero feedwater tiow (due to being isolated). Both channels of feedwater flow input from the 'B' and 'C' ! oops
remained available. The safety consequences of this event were minimal. No adverse feedwater event occurred. The FT-FW-476 &
FT-FW-477 feedwater flow transmitters were fixed at a zero feedwater flow, which is a conservative output with regard to the reactor
trip system for parameter input. Plant operation above 40 % would have satisfied the setpoint for steam /feedwater mismatch since
steam How would exceed 40% with zero feedwater How indicated (though feedwater flow was actually being provided to the 'A' loop
generator) ; however, no reactor trip would have been initiated unless a low steam generator level coincident with the steam /feedwater
mismatch occurred. Thus the isolated feedwater transmitters would still have performed their only reactor trip system safety function
if a low steam generator level would have occurred on the 'A' loop. Additionally the feedwater flow transmitters were immediately
unisolated w hen the condition was identified.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

COMPl.ETED

I, FT FW-476 and FT-FW-477 were unisolated, vented and their calibration re-verified as acceptable. This was completed on
January 21,1998.

2. The control board instrumentation for the reactor protection channels was walked down following the identification of the two
transmitters being isolated. No other discrepancies were found. This was completed on January 21,1998.

3. The other four feedwatei flow transmitters ('il' and 'C' steam generators) were veri 0ed to be inservice following the
identification of the two transmitters being isolated. This was completed on January 21,1998.

4. A separate Condition Report has been written to identify that the Operations log did not contain an entry noting the entrance into
and exit from Technical Speci0 cation 3.0.3, contrary to Operations' log keeping standards when it was identified that both
channels of feedwater now had been isolated. This was completed on February 11,1998.

FUTURE

5. Maintenance procedures that contain conditional restoration steps to allow an instrument to remain isolated after performance,
will be revised to require: a) that Operations place Out Of Service stickers on the isolated instrument and log the status of the
Technical Specification related equipment in the Technical Speci0 cation Turnover Checklist, and b) Maintenance to enter the
isolated condition on the Maintenance procedure critique sheet, in addition to infonning Maintenance supervision. This will be
completed by March 15,1998.

6. Maintenance individuals who review completed Maintenance Surveillance Procedures will be counseled on management
expectations regarding reviewer iesponsibilities including the need to self check. Management expectations will be documented.
These actions will be completed by February 28,1998.

7. Maintenance craft and supervisory personnel will be counseled on management expectations regarding their communication
responsibilities with all site personnel pertaining to equipment status. These actions will be completed by February 28,1998.

8. A review of Radiological Operations procedures, Chemistry procedures, and System Performance Engineering test procedures
will be conducted to determine if they contain similar steps which could result in equipment unable to perform intended functions
due to being isolated when completed. Any required actions resulting from this review will be completed by April 30,1998.

9 A revMw will be conducted by the Work Management Department to ensure work planning guidelines provide adequate guidance
to preclude equipment mispositioning as maintenance tasks are completed. Any required actions resulting from this review will
be completed by April 30,1998,
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (Continued)

10. A case study of this event addressing the issues and associated operations personnel responsibilities will be developed and will be
reviewed by all control room senior reactor operators. These actions will be completed by April 30,1998,

11, A discussion will be held with control room shift personnel to re-emphasize management expectations for log keeping. This will
be completed prior to either Unit I or Unit 2 entering Mode 4 from their current shutdown condition.

REPORTABil.lTY

This event represents an operation or condition prohibited by Technical Specifications and is reportable pursuant to the requirements
of 10CFR50.73(aK2Xi). This was also an event where a single cause or condition caused two independent trains or channels to
become inoperable in a single system designed to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition and is reportable
pursuant to the requirements of 10CFR50.73(aX2 Xvii).

SAFETY IMPLICATIONS

The safety consequences of this event were minimal. The consequence of this event was that the feedwater How input from the 'A'
loop for the reactor trip signal on steam /feedwater now mismatch was held at zero feedwater How (due to both transmitters being
isolated). Both channels of feedwater now input from the 'B' and 'C' loops remained available. No adverse feedwater event
occurred. The FT FW-476 & FT FW-477 feedwater flow transmitters were fixed at a zero feedwater flow, which is a conservative
output with regard to the reactor trip system for this parameter. Plant operation above 40 % would have satis 0ed the setpoint for
steam /feedwater mismatch since steam now would exceed 40% with zero feedwater How indicated ( even though feedwater flow was
actually being provided to the 'A' loop generator) ; however, no reactor trip would have been initiated unless a low steam generator
level coincident with the steam!feedwater mi; match also occurred. Thus the isolated feedwater transmitters would still have
performed their only reactor trip 5ystem safety function if a low steam generator level would have occurred on the 'A' loop.

The reactor trip on steam /feedwater mismhtch coincident with low steam generator level was included in the original design to
address control / protection system interactions per IEEE-279. A design change was implemented on Unit I in 1997 to install a
median signal selector on the Unit I steam generator level control system, similar to the existing median signal selector approved for
use at Unit 2, to address IEEE-279 criteria. Use of the median signal selector on Unit i effectively provides an adequate control /
protection interface at Unit 1 in accordance with IEEE-279. Now that the median signal selector has been installed, the reactor trip on
steam /feedwater mismatch coincident with low steam generator level is a redundant means to address the applicable IEEE-279
criteria. Therefore BVPS Unit I has a basis to request a Technical Specification change request to delete the reactor trip on
steam!feedwater mismatch coincident with low steam generator level since the IEEE-279 criteria is being addressed by another
method. Thus BVPS Unit I did maintain adequate fun:tional capability addressing IEEE-279 when both feedwater transmitters were
isolated; though the use of the median signal selector does not relieve Duquesne Light Company of any responsibility to comply with
the current Unit i Technical Speci0 cation requirements until a revision is approved by the NRC.

Additionally the feedwater How transmitters were immediately unisolated when the condition was identined. The control board
instrumentation f r the reactor protection channels was walked down following the identincation of the two feedwater now
transmitters being isolated and no other discrepancies were found.
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SIMILAR EVENTS

A review of DVPS Licensee Event Reports for the past two years ' hat involved missed TS surveillances caused by human
performance / coordination problems during maintenance activities identified the following events:

I. LER l 97-007," Failure to Test Control Room Emergency Bottled Air Pressurization Subsystem in Accordance with Technical
Specifications."

2. LER | 97-010. " Failure to Perform Gaseous Waste 'isposal System Oxygen Testing as Required by Technical Specifications."

3. LER l 97 017." Engineered Safety Feature Actuation of the P 12 Interlock Due to Decreasing Reactor Water Trip"

4. LER 197 028," Spent Fuel Pool Crane Interlocks and Physical Stops Not Tested Prior to Use in Accordance with Technical
Specifications."

5. LER 2-97 006," Technical Specification Requirements for 4.16 kv Bus Undervoltage Trip Feeder Breaker Function ESF Response
Time Not Met."

6. LER 2 97 009," Missed Surveillance of the Gaseous Waste Storage Tank Radioactive Material Quantity Determination."
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